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An Institution of High Grade, Standard Faculty
and Courses of Study.
~~

University
Located at Westerville, Ohio,
SUBURBAN TO COLUMBUS THE CAPITAL OF THE STATE.

There are Four High Class Literary Societies,
With Elegantly Furnished Halls,
Well Selected Libraries and Reading Rooms.
·~;;;)~~·

The Christian Associations, the oldest in the state, are doing a grand
work. Westerville is a beautiful and healthful village of about 2,000 population, with a fine classical and religious atmosphere. There are no saloons
or other low places of resort. Both sexes are admitted to equal advantages.
Instruction thorough.
All professors are specialists in their departments
Expenses moderat<:> . The University offers ~even Courses of Study; the
Classical, Philosophical, Preparatory, Nonnal, Music, Fine Art, and Elocution and Oratory. Also a course in Pedagogy. Terms begin: S< ptt mber 7, 1898, January 4, 1899, and March 27, 1899·

Annual Commencement, June 14, 1899.
For Information address the President,

T. J. SANDERS,
"WESTERVILLE, 0.
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I. N. CUSTER

G. H. MAYHUGH, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon

--IN--

Markley Block.
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OB'l''lCE AND RES IDE NCE,
15 E. COLLEGE AVE.

Westerville, 0.

W. C. BlrLE
-HAS A FINE LINE OF-

CUTLERY AN~~~~~OF
HARDWARE.
A Guarantee given on first-cl<~ss
Razors and Knives.
PRICES

LC>l.N~

No Student is properly equipped

F. M. VANBUSKIRK, D.D.S.
Office in Robinson Block,
over E. P. Vance's Drug Store,

G.W.STOCKDALE
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
1t.ND EMB1t.LMER

unles"R he has a

Standard
Dictio11ary
fi

Beacon Lights of History,
~~~N~~~~~·E~R Encyclopedia.
The

£GIS

heartily commends the
General Agent,

S. H. HARRIMAN,
41 South· High St., Columbus, 0.
For these and other first-class subscription books. He
has numerous other easy-selling subscription books and
wants a few expert agenb. Otterbein Students can
secure these and other books through their

Local Agent, Mr. Fred. S. Beard.

Westerville.

--....-'-,.GO

TO~

FRANK BOOKMAN
--....-'-,.FOR STAPLE AND FANCY~

Holmes Block,

Westerville, Ohio
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0
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0

0 ing for exams. in all college studies 0
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Art~r H!s~~!~ 0
00 4 Cooper
Institute, flew York City 0
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Why risk your life or limb on an unknown bicycle,
when you can secure a celebrated

AT $60.00
$40.-DEFIANCE-$50.
Cet Our 1898 Catalogue-Mailed Free.
Send ten 2-cent stamps for a deck of Monarch Playing Cards
illustrating Jessie Bartlett Davis, Lillian Russell, Tom·
Cooper, Lee Richardson and Walter Jones.

MONARCH CYCLE MFC. CO.
CHICACO.

NEW YORK.

LONDON.

HAMBURC.
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Cambridge Latin rolled up swaths of failures
in geometry alone and from candidates who
easily captured honors in other studies. Why
is this ? The Harvard examination is the
great scholastic institution of this age. Its
power in determining scholastic emphasis is
greater than any other American force . It is
as potent in the West as in the East. And in
spite of the frequent attacks it has received as
"tyrannous" it will continue to grow in power.
The more severe the entrance examination the
greater old Harvard is and the more in esteem
the American people hold her.

Subscriptions Will be continued until t!Je paner is ordered stopped by the subscriber, and all arrearages p a id.

REMIT SUBSCRIPTIONS TO SUBSCRIPTION AGENT

Honor and glory to Superintendent Gorton, of Yonkers,
N . Y., for appropriately disciplining the editors of the high school paper of that city for
disrespectful remarks in the ir paper "The
Phoenix." In this case there were three editors, one of whom apologized and was allowed
his diploma, the other two refused and were
suspended from the school. Not only in high
school, but sometimes in college journals a
spirit of lawlessness has been manifest, that
goes fa r toward undoing the culture which a
four years' course has attained. When college
journalism becomes ''yellow journalism" run
rife in immaturity it becomes a sort of self
abuse from which the proper authorities
should rest rain these children of the intellect.
T he school magazin e that cannot or does not
support its school without the drubbing of a
lampooning has little excuse for its existence.
A ll self-respecting editors of school magazines
will rejoice that a well directed rebuke has
b een dealt to persons who d id n ot respect even
the elementary p rinciples of good' breeding.
couege Journals

[Entered at the postoftice, Westerville, Ohio, as second-class
m.ail matte r.]
-------- ~ ---

PHILOPHRONEAN PUBLISHING CO., PUBLISHERS.
B U CKE Y E

PRI:!'<TING

Co.,

P R I NTERS,

Westerville . Ohio.

Class spirit is at flood tide In Otterbein at
present.
Beautiful autumn weather adds a zest to
the term's work that is fully appreciated by
the students and faculty.
From the East comes the word
that the rece nt examination in
geometry at H a rvard has
mowed down the candidat es like a cyclone in a
cornfield. Many years have p asse d since there
has been such wholesale failure as this year
h as see n . Nor did the havoc stop with Harvard. Even Boston Latin, Roxbury Latin and
Harvard
Examinations
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We are glad to notice throughout the country an indication
of an increased desire for learning. Last year the very liberal offer made by
"The Cosmopolitan" magazine made the Cosmopolitan University within five months the
largest university in the land . Similar courses
are being offered by other magazines and bid
well to be as successful as the adventure of
last year was. Courses of lectures and correspondence schools are constantly increasing.
Many of the larger schools not only maintain
courses throughout the country but receive
within their own walls lecturers from other institutions or specialists in the branch they discuss. This is well and indicates the real
hunger of the American people for knowledge
and the ability of the schools to supply the
demand for intellectual food.
University
Extension

Colleges and Uni·
versity Extension

Amidst it all comes the inquiry
lest the movement to extend

the university to the home,
the shop and the school will not keep persons
from seeking the real sources of the higher
learning-the college classroom . The movement may portend danger to our colleges.
But does it? Nearly every exchange that has
come to our table this school year announces
increased attendance; the colleges are enlarging their scope by the addition of new courses
and new professors; new apparatus is being
purchased and put into immediate use. Does
this herald decadence ? True a few may not
seek the classroom but rely upon the magazine and lecture bureau to supply the knowledge to be known as education . But rather
with an increased desire for learning comes an
increased attendance in the colleges and universities.
In our discussion of lecture rs
and colleges an elem ent enters
that is too often overlooked,
-the quality of persons offered in each and
the time spent in the pre~ence of th e rep res enTeachers and
Schools

tatives of each movement. The personality
of the man means much . Teachers must not
be cranky. They must of all persons be the
most level headed on all subjects presenting
only a well rounded character to the student
before them . It is from these that the ideal
is taken . As the teacher is so the class will
be . And then elder teachers sho uld not be
too conservative lest the younger and more
aggressive will jeopardize thtir pos1t10ns
should they give occasion to be considered
behind the times. Nor should the younger
be too over-confident lest their zeal over-reach
its own bounds and they fall.

All hail the magnificent expression of temperance sentiment in Canada at the recent election. The
. result has been heralde d throughout the land.
If the e lection had been a referendum as has
b een announced by most of our papers there
would be more occasion for rejoicing. But
it is not. At the best it is only a plebiscite on
the general propo~ition, measuring the sense
of th e people as to the advisabil ity of enactin g
prohibitory laws . And as the t otal vote polled is but about one-half that usually cast at
parliamentary elections, and since the majority toward prohibition is only abo ut fiftt:en or
eighteen thousand it is eas ily seen that the
"stay-at-home" element can completely reverse the results. However the vote indicates
a healthfu l anti -saloon sentiment and though
the way will be long and devious can only
forete ll the vigorous treatment of the saloon
problem.
Election in Canada

The election of Mary Harriet Norris as Dean
of the Woman's H all of Northwestern University is just, and rightly rewards years of activity
in educa tional work. Miss Norris is a noble
woman, brilliant and highly cultured. She has
won high honors as a teacher, is an eminent
essayist and a successful novelist.
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If in making a summary of all those elements
which tend to thwart the success of man in his
life work or have made nations miss their mark
[ An address delivered in the University Chapel, June 14,
'98, by W . H. Fouse, '93.]
of destiny, we should select that one which
towers above all the others for bad results, in
HIS season of the year, these exercises, my opinion there is no one to be found in the
this occasion remind us of many inter- whole catalogue that tends so much to subvert
esting facts. The earth has made an- ideal possibilities as the inclination to do halfother journey around the sun and four more hearted, superficial work and the lack of paseasons have poured themselves out into the tience to toil for those treasures which ~ie
ocean of time never again to emerge. The hidden beneath the surface of appearances.
The search not for riches, rank or recogniwarm air and the nourishing sunshine have
tion-not
for fame, position or honor but for
again reanimated nature and the flowers have
the
invisible
is the true business of life. The
already begun to bud, burst and bloom . His
gutteral croakings at nightfall remind us of tLe search for the invisible accounts for every
fact that even the frog in his marshy home has advance made in the civilized world. It is this
again tightened his drum and together with search that has written the names of P lato,
the bees, birds .and beetles is once more helping Aristotle, Kepler, Newton, Humboldt and
to render the old cantata begun ten thousand Edison in never fading ink on the scroll of
earth's honored men. It has caused man to
summers ago.
Once more the dead, dull earth has changed harness the lightning and make it the servant
her sad, sober, somber hue. Once more the to do his drudgery . It is the search for this
robin has built her nest and hatched her young. unseen-the search for wisdom and knowledge
Once more the anniversary has rolled around that has changed the uncouth barbarial) into
and here we are again thinking, dreaming of the dignified citizen whose life is an ornament
the future which the fates may have in store to the country in which he lives.
I grant you that mystery has spent her
for us, hoping and trusting that to our lot the
subtle
web about everything we see. And yet
best may fall and from the weight of burdens
it is only as he will attempt to unravel the
and cares we are made to long for rest.
But all things move and for man doing his mysteries that cluster about the most common
duty in life there is no rest. Life is change. placed object-only as he will delve beneath
Day closes night and night steps on the heels the surface for eternal principles and Jaws can
he hope to rise.
of day forming an endless chain.
Just as with a ·tree the growth of tr!lnk and
But, fe llow students and friends , at a time
limb
become more vigorous and the supply of
like this when pleasing sights, harmonious
sounds and those things that are eminently fruit it yields becomes more abundant tlJ,<;r
sensuous greet us at every turn; at a time deeper its roots penetrate the soil and pump
when fancy painted pictures of future happi- from the dark, damp earth its nourishmentness are likely to hang in brilliant colors so among the human species that man is desbefore us, and the imagination is about to trim tined to rise the highest who is willing to delve
her plumage for skyward flight, is perhaps the the deepest.
It is beneath the surface that the vital organs
most fitting of all times for us to drop anchor
and take our bearings for the purpose of find - of our systems have their abode. It is there
ing out in what latitude our battleship is that gold and silver are mined and there that
moored-a time most opportune for sounding iron and coal have their native beds.
To every infant, this world is an enormous
the depths to know what of good or ill lies
riddle
or puzzle whose parts lie in fragments
beneath the placi§ wave on which we sail.
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about him. Endless variety and complexity
confront us all at the beginning. There is
however an order and classification of things in
nature, but it does not appear on the surface
and for centuries men remained ignorant of the
underlying harmony. Nature is full of valuable secrets but they lie concealed to the careless eye. They are to be detected by prying
deeper into individual facts, by putting a thing
here and a thing there together avd pondering
over the relationship of things to each other in
their nature, in their appearance and in their
cause.
Why has the hypocrite ever been called
Christian? inferior - alloys exchanged in the
marts for pure metals or the trickster called a
man of genius? The deceptions and kinds of
fraud have arisen because the exact nature of
the invisible was unknown.
''In the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat
bread" -is the curse uttered by Him in whose
hands is the destiny of worlds. Beneath that
curse man is doomed to live. Beneath it he
must either be cursed or blessed. Beneath
that dictum nothing is ours by gift. Only as a
reward of conscious (often painful) effort is
anything secured that is worthy of the name.
Why it is that the electric forces of the
world have buried the precious ores in little
fissures within the very heart of the mountain ;
why it is that gold is hidden so far from sight
while at every footfall we dash aside the worthless relics of the glaciers; why it is that c. little
learning and culture and men's best wisdom
are hidden treasures granted only to hin1 who
j:> willing to work as an Australian miner with
the pickaxes of his care and within good condition and the smelting furnace of an honest,
thoughtful soul in perfect trim-why, I say,
that all these facts are facts may never quite
satisfy the ever inquiring mind. And yet the
common experience would prove that these are
the conditions and not the futile theories of
life.
It is only when men will have learned to
take at all times a sober look beneath the surface into the very nature of things and will

then govern their actions according to the wisdom thus gained, that they will learn the deepest lessons and the true philosophy of life.
For it will then be that the otherwise noxious
weeds of disappointment and sorrow can be
turned into the flowers of joy and satisfaction.
For it is nothing less than happiness that constitutes the foc:.~s of all of man's moral, mental
and physical activity. But how often have
men been deluded with the thought that rank,
station and recognition by their fellowman
form the home wherein reside peace and happiness. This conclusion, however, is a veritable delusion. It is like the mirage which entices the weary traveler into a burning desert
to find a cool, refreshing drink where instead he
is made to perish beneath the salt and sand of
a tropic sun.
It is very true that social equality and an
aristocracy based on morals and intelligence is
the only true measure of honor and strength
for the social compact. And yet I am of the
opinion that even the breaking down of caste
as based on external peculiarities and the eternal banishment of prejudice will not add so
much to the sum total of genuine happiness as
the royal feeling of manhood and worthiness
that may throb unseen within the human heart.
Why should I feel hurt or in any way ·
injured if my neighbor does not see fit to invite
me to dine with him so long as I am living a
happy, virtuous life in my own home? And
if business or pleasure should call us away
from our homes, why should I wish to interject myself into his presence if it is distasteful
to either him or me? "All is not gold that
glitters" nor is every advantage a gain. The
thirst for applause and the desire to be
in the so-called good society not so much
for the good done there as for being seen
there-if this is the last inferiority of noble
minds, it is also the first sickness that
makes its attack upon the common soul.
No man can get something for nothing. Upon
everything there is a price which must be paid
in the proper coin. The theory of the conservation of energy which concludes that neither
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matter nor force can be created or destroyed is
not a philosophical kite but a formula of the
truest and most practical type. There is a
kind of algebraic equation running through all
things. The road is not smooth. It is rough.
Would it not suit our purposes better if these
conditions were changed? If we could make
our sowings and reap the harvest with less
labor? If knowledge could be secured and
character established without passing through
the flames and under the hammer? If the possession of fame and a bank account could be
secured with fewer hours of toil and labor?
Judging from alm-ost everything we see the
voice of the Allwise has seemingly said, "If
thou would'st have that which is genuine and
pure, enduring" -look, search and with patient tenacity labor for what is beneath the
surface.
Whether we recognize the fact or ignore itit nevertheless remains a fact that at every turn
in nature we are brought face to face with
mystery. Every spear of grass, every plant
and flower is nothing but a secret society having its own members and laws, and all working
in the most beautiful harmony toward an ideal.
We may betake ourselves to the study of
science, history, literature or art and what is it
but a struggle to know the secrets clustering
about an ugly stone or a delicafe rose? \Vhat
but to know the mysteries attending the multitude of worlds that swim through space?
What but a passion to seek the explanation of
the growth of nations, the rise and fall of empires and to know the universal as it is couched
in the individual?
The eye is the grandest mem her of the body.
And yet he sees best who sees through his
mind. Milton, the poet, though blind saw
what thousands have never seeu and what
thousands will never behold. Homer saw the
sun in all his splendor and called it a god. He
saw the stars and said they were the children
of God. But Paul in seeing these same objects said they were the creations of the unseen
God.
FeUow students, may I ask What z's ma12?

9

V\'ho are we? I am looking into your faces
and you are looking into my face and yet do
we really see each other? No. Seeing is
transcendental. It is indeed a visionary act.
I have never seen you. You can never see me.
We may know each other in a measure, but
we can never see each other. For that -part of
yourself that is really you is spirit, is invisible
and lives beneath the surface and is stationed
so far behind the scene that the eye cannot tell
what it is. That part of yourself which I do
see is not really you. It is the faintest mockery of you.
Here is an object that ha:; a pleasing color
and a shapely outline. Because of these qualities we say that it is beautiful and yet in the
very next breath we contend that beauty is
only skin deep. But we are certainly wrong.
Real beauty belongs to us and not to our
bodies; it belongs to character and not to our
skin; it belongs to mind and not to the head,
not to the hair that grows upon the head.
Would you be beautiful? Then crucify
your passions. Chain down your prejudices.
Cultivate your mind. Lengthen the diameter
of your soul and reach heavenward.
As to whether the music rendered here tonight for our enjoyment be good or bad is to
be determined by the answer to this question' 'Has it appealed to the emotions which we
have outgrown or has it spent itself in opening
up the sluices of thought?" If it is the former
it must wear the placard of "empty noise."
But if it in any degree has stirred the nobler
impulses of the soul-it is music.
Should we take the trail of the invisible and
trace all things back to the source whence they
came and see things as they are fundamentally
we would be driven to the conclusion that after
all-' 'Mind is the money that makes the body
rich;" that upon every kind of investment
honesty pays the best dividend two to one;
that real joy and genuine pleasure are couched
in living a life of strict morality and virtue;
that the adder is not to be compared with the
eel even though he wears a painted skin.
Let us then be no longer deluded by the pip-
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ings and the songs of sirens. Let us cultivate ourselves and pursue the invisible to such an
extent that all may know that we do not belong to that number who would sell their birthright for a mess of pottage ; that we are striving to base our j~dgments upon things not as
they seeqt but upon them as they are ; that we
are searching not for shadows but for substance
as is found in the invisible beneath the surface.
READING.

0.

n

C. EWRY,

'99·

fN taking up this discussion we are to some
extent cognizant of all the dif-ficulties with
~
which it is attended . For this reason we
shall be modest and careful in the details of
the question and at the same time attempt to
give some reliable data upon which some who
are not advanced very far in their life 's reading
may establish fixed principles of reading that
will always characterize their lives. It is diffic-ult for anyone to know just what another
should read and yet it is quite easy to sum up
a few principles whic:h all must follow if they
wish to entertain the slightest hope of becoming a thorough and practical reader . This
task is difficult, too, because whatever truth
this article may contain will come under the
criticism of some, who through a monotonous
and one sided course of reading have acquired
peculiar judgments.
This is truly an educational age. Never in
the history of civilization were there more
authors than at the present time. All of them
have their merits and their faults . It would
be a peculiar occurrence should anyone present
a subj ect of any natu re upon which he could
not fin d so me p rinted discussion. This factor
alon e fig ures largely in th e educational advance
of the p rese nt age. Kno wl edge in its vari o us
for m s is so ug ht by nearly all. Thos e who
throug h the lack of opportuniti es or through
t he fa ilure to im prove op portunities have failed
to _ gain an education are only the more

strongly exerting their energies to push forward all theor ies of advancement.
Complete education is n0t ob~ained by fol lowing out a coll ege curriculum nor by adding
to this a few years of specialization. It is only
when an individual exerts his utmost power
to strengthen his intellect by every possible
means and to the very highest d~gree that he
has completed his education . vVhether then a
man's education can ever be complete remains
for the future existence of man to disclose.
Our education here is not so much book knowledge as it is knowledge of books. When an
extended course of reading is formed we cannot hope to master everything that impresses
the mind but we can remember where these
things are to be found . Here we realize the
practical benefit of reading. Having once read
a theory, when the t ime in our.lives comes for
a practical application, we- are at once carritd
b'lck to the source of our information of which
the obtaining then becomes a very simple consideration.
Still lest I be misundtrstood in the statement that we cannot become complete masters
of all that we read, we must read with care.
The simple leafing of a book, glancing at the
table of contents and the chapter outlines or
the sketching of each chapter is far from being
reading. There must be a trilnsfer of thought
from the author to the reader
Someone has
rightly said : "If .life is not all a holiday or a
day dream then reading should be pursued in
an earnest and reflecting spirit." That one is
fortunate who can throw himself into the spirit
of an author and drinking deeply of whatever
nobil ity the book may contain , st cure for h is
own life new principles. Yet a grave fact exists. Careful conservatism is far better than
extreme literalism. Mtn write quite often from
sudden impulses of nature and forgetting pract icability, allow themselves to b e lifted up and
borne a long by the im agin ation . H enc e we
have theori es which cann ot be indorse d. If a
man is a constant read er and ex pects his books
to educate him to the best advantage, he is
g oing t o be disappointed . _ We are not living
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with authors but we are surrounded by earnest
living friends with various tendencies of life
which tendencies stand out to us as great factors in the consummation of our education.
Show me a man who excludes himself from
society and without question accepts the theories of the books he reads as perfect and feasible, and I will show you a man whose judg.
(
ment ts narrow and contracted. He has completely unfitted himself for gen eral usefulness
and is unable to advise young men or young
women concerning the daily walks of life.
This is not the mission of books. Like all
other good things they are all right if rightly
used and all wrong if wrongly used .
But let us become more technical in the discussion . Why and what should we read? We
read to extend the field of our observation .
Were we confined to simple experience many
of us would live in an exceedingly small, small
world. Could we know nothing but that
which our literal observation teaches us our
. knowledge would be quite limited. We would
know that the grass, flowers, shrubbery and
animals of various kinds exist under our immediate gaze but what of the vegetation and habitation of the rest of the world? We wou ld be
in ignorance. Reading builds for us a huge
tower of observation from which we can poss::ss a bird's eye view of all the world. We pile
up thought after thought of our own and to
that originality add the great thoughts of
others until we have a reasoning as wide as the
universe. \Vho has read Longfellow's "Wreck
of the Hesperus" without shedding a silent
tear? The scene of this · sad wreck was on the
"reef of Norman's Woe" which he never saw
until some time after the writing of the poem .
But the reef must have been fairly living
within his mind or how could he have drawn
such a picture" She struck where the white and fleecy waves
Lo o ked soft a s ca rded wool ,
But the cruel rocks they gored her side
Like the horns of an ang ry bull . "

We should also read in order to be fitted to
enjoy the advantages of cultured life and to

d

have our moral convictions strengthened and
confirmed. A good reader makes a good conversationalist. This is a very essential characteristic of the man or woman who wishes to
stand high in the social world . They must be
ahle to talk not only of parties, banquets, receptions and marriage feasts but also of politics, literature, current events and a great many
of the very important questions that c.re facing
the American people to-day.
But how does reading affect our moral lives?
The man who reads sufficiently to master his
own religion, will read other religions to become acquainted with their defects.
The
knowledge of the inadequacy of other religions
will on ly tend to strengthen and confirm his
own moral convictions and he is a better Christian for the mastery. He is also prepared to
meet any opposition that might be produced.
Next let us touch as briefly as possible the
latter part of the question, viz: What should
we read? Life is too short and our- time a-f
too much value to read anything short of the.
most excellent. Since every person has a different taste in literature, individual selection
must ru le. But it is extremely difficuit for the
most intelligent to choose wisely out of the
thousands of books and periodicals that are
flooding the sea of literature to-day . - Emerson
has given us three helpful rules governing the
selection of books as follows:
1.
Never read a book that is not a year old.
2.
Never read anything but famed books.
· 3· Never read ·but what you like.
In conclusion permit me to give what I
think to be an ex cellent course of reading.
Everyone should to some extent be acquainted
with the progress and development of the English literature. To do this we must read representative authors .of the different eras of
English literature. It is much to be regretted
that the student of to -day has an overmasterly
tendency of confining himself to the literatu re
of the age . There is no doubt but that we
have master-pieces of this age which we cannot
afford to miss but it is none the less true that
authors have lived and written be fo re these
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whom to miss would be to sacrifice some of
the most valuable selections of the English
language. So let us in our course begin with
Beowulf, written sometime in the seventeenth
century. It is a story which has been told
many times to the groups of children as they
gathered around the old . fireplace during the
long winter nights. Then ~:~.fter the Norman
Conquest when England was groaning under
the yoke of oppression, when chivalry ·was in
its greatest strength and when the impulses of
a new life were about to be given expression
in the Renaissance, Chaucer by his writing
furnishes us a light by which we may review
the spirit and tendencies of the age. Then
coming down through the Revival of Learning
and the Reformation in the fifteenth and first half
of the sixteenth centuries into the Elizabethan
period,
read Edmond Spencer's "Faerie
Queene," w-ith a view of catching the moral
tendency of that period. Following this, study
Shakespeare, Bacon, Milton, Dryd·)n, Macaulay, Defoe and Pope. Then passing into the
Modern English period take up such authors
as Goldsmith, Burns, Wordsworth, Coleridge,
Scott and Byron. Coming into the present
century, read Carlyle, Ruskin, ''George
Eliot," Tennyson and Browning.
In connection with these should be read
books on religion, philosophy and science.
Especially should we read prayerfully and diligently that greatest masterpiece of the agesthe Bible. It is an excellent piece of literature and should be classified as such. Thus
we can see how easily a course of reading may
be arranged. The course just given continues
for a lifetime and more. We would never be
able to complete it, yet its comprehensiveness
has a charm for many who in their reading
wish to be thorough and practical.
ASSOCIATION NOTES.
Y.

n.

C. A.

The work in the mission study class is proving quite interesting. China is the chosen

field and Rev. John succeeds in presenting its
claims in an interesting and inspiring manner.
The class which is the largest yet organized is
composed of members of both Associations.
The treasurer is making a personal canvass
to raise money for the budget.·
The devotional committee is trying to make
the meetings as practical and as interesting a~
possible.
It is greatly desired that many more will
take up the Bible study work, for it is the basis
upon which the Association rests.
Qn October 6th nearly every young man in
the institution found his way to the prayer
room of the Association building, where Professor Miller addressed them, making prominent ''that the business of life is to live, and to
carry it on successfully, the three great factors
of our being, the physical, the mental and the
moral must be developed . "
We are pleased to announce that Mr. Burton St. John, of the Student Volunteer Movement, who has been secured to make some
visits among the Ohio colleges, will be here on
the 8th and 9th of November in the interest of
that work. Now is the time to redouble our
energies along this line, so as to make the
missionary department equal to its standing of
former years and abreast with the demands of
the age.
Y. W. C. A.

Rev. John preached in the interest of the Y.
W. C. A. on Sunday, October 9th.
Mrs. Sanders' class in ''Women of the
Bible" is proving quite popular with the girls.
During the week of prayer the regular
prayer meeting evening was occupied by Professor Johnson with a talk of much practical
benefit to girl students.
At the last regular meeting of theY. W. C.
A. this month, the report of the summer con-
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ference at Lake Geneva was given by the delegate, Miss Anise Richer.

divide almost equally between the professional
schools and the department of liberal arts.

Owing to the vacancy caused by the absence
of Mrs. Bertha Lam bert Harris from school
Miss Anise Richer who was vice president of
the Y. W. C. A. has been elected to the presidency. Miss Otis Flook was elected to fill the
V<l;Cancy made in the vice presidency.

The alumni of Harvard will erect a memorial arch in memory of her students who feil in
the Hispanio-American war.

At the union meeting held on the regular Y.
W. C. A. evening the time was devoted entirely to missionary topics. Miss Emma Guitner read a well prepared paper on ''Island
Mission Work." Miss Emma Barnett discussed "Japan and its Religions" and Mr. George
Comfort gave a practical talk on ''Missions
from a Bible Standpoint."

In the law school of the New York University of the candidates for a degree eighty-seven
failed and ninety-two passed. Out of fourteen
women, nine passed.

The Woman's Association has just enjoyed
a most beneficiai week of prayer which begun
October 9th. The methods of organization
were unique and have proved successful. The
town was divided in sections each section being
composed of the girls most · convenient to it.
These liections or grm1ps of workers chose
their own leader and daily cottage prayer meetings were held. These meetings usually did
not last more than a half hour but within these
half hours was crowded much of a beneficial
character.
OTHER. COLLEGES.

A new chair in Norse language and literature has been added to the University of California.
Capital University has purchased a new fiveinch telescope, the money being subscribed by
the students.
Mt. Holyoke College has added an elective
course in journalism. The course is conducted
by an experienced journalist.
Syracuse University reports an enrollment
of about five hundred new students. They

Michigan State N orrnal College has received
a beautiful fountain, the gift of the faculty and
ciass of '98.

Grofton Hall, a girls' school in Fond du Lac,
Wisconsin, recently graduated Miss Minnie
Cornelius, an Oneida Indian girl and a direct
descendant of a long line of chiefs. Miss Cornelius is a good Latin and Greek scholar and
has prepared a grammar of the Oneida language.
Dartmouth opened- the year with the largest
Freshman class in its history.
Marietta College will again assert her claims
as a leader in educational movement. This
time she will establish a professorship in the
Cam brian language and literature, the chair
being filled by a Welshman properly qualified
to teach the Welsh language, history, biography and literature, and to conduct original
research in the achievements of the Welsh
people and to trace the Welsh influence as a
factor in the world's civilization.
Cornell will have a new medical school in
New York city. The department has been
endowed with $I,500,ooo by Col. 0. H.
Payne, of the Standard Oil Co.
Before many years pass the advanced schools
of learning that have not a teachers' course or
a department in pedagogy will be a rarity.
This new movement is a unique experimentan effort to offer college work in literature,
science, philosophy and the arts in such a way
that persons actively engaged in teachipg can
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get the full advantages of a college training.
Already Boston University offers courses with
leading educators. For twenty weeks, on Sat·
urdays, at a mere nominal price, teachers near
the school can hear such leaders as Dr. T. M.
Balliet, Professor Hugo Munsterberg, Sarah L.
Arnold and Samuel T. Dutton.
For several years Dr. W. R. Harper has
-sought to provide adequate opportunities to
teachers for further equipment. - This way has
been granted by Mrs. Emmons Blaine, daughter-in-law of th~ late James G. Blaine, who
gives $5000 annually for five years. With
this sum Dr. Harper has opened a department
of the university down town. The f~culty of
this college for teachers consis ts of twenty
members, embracing the departments of psychology, pedagogy, sociology, history, politics,
Greek, Latin, French, German , English, mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology and geology. The work to be done is not at all on
the Normal plan, nor does it pertain to methods of teaching. It will deal solely with the
higher education and offer continuous courses
so that persons pursuing them will rank
equally with the regular university student,
only requiring more time, of course, for completion. Instruction will be given afternoons
and Saturdays each course being four hours a
week for twelve weeks, each session lasting
two hours. Dr. Edmund J . James, formerly
Professor of Political Science in the University
of Chicago, has been promoted to Dean of the
new Teachers' College. Professor James has
been for thirteen years professor in the U niversity of Pc.nnsylvania and has been in
Chicago since 1896. The new movement is a
direct expression of that closer connection
between the public school work and the university, and the logical outcome of the U niversity Extension movement, . both of which Dr.
James has earnestly advocated for a number of
years.
Under the efficient management of the new
dean in the department of pedagogy, Dr.
Charles DeGarmo, Cornell has equipped her

teachers' courses with men of university calibre,
and many specialists of the present university
chairs will offer courses in the department,
placing it on a par with the schools of law and
medicine.
The Teachers' College in New York city has
passed into the control of Columbia College.
Its faculty has been strengthened, courses
lengthened, and field broadened. Generally
teachers' colleges- or departments in other
schools are tal<:ing on new strength, so t hat the
present year finds more than doubled interest
taken in professional training of the teachers.
Ohio Normal University, at Ada, has passed
into the control of the Central Ohio Conference
· of the Methodist Episcopal church. By the
change the resources of the school have been
enlarged and its field is to be improved and
enlarged. Just what will be its relation to
Ohio Wesleyan University has not been announced.
The University of Indiana is trying an experiment in th e holding of chapel exercises.
The plan is to assembly only once in one or
t wo weeks and to have some prominent edu cator or lecturer deliver an address. President Sanders, of Otterbein University, has
been called to address one of these meetings,
delivering his popular lecture ''The Transfiguration of Life."
CLASS AFFAIRS.

Rister, roster, rip, rap, bus,
Nothing at all is the matter with us .
Dickety, dockety, blow your bazoo,
We're the class of "naughty-two."
The social season was opened October I 3,
by a delightful party, which was given to the
Freshman class by Ivan Rudisill. To his
credit may it be said that the affair was a decided success . The rooms were tastefully
decorated with palms and cut flowers in honor
of his fellow classmates and everywhere could
be seen the well matched colors of gold and
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bronze green. Music, progressive crokinole
and elaborate refreshments were the enlivening features of the evening, after a preliminary class meeting had been held, in which a
secretary and a treasuret were_elected . Miss
Mamie Ranck and Mr. James Harbaugh were
the favored recipients of the respective offices.
Although there was some commotion on the
outside, all efforts made by would-be desperadoes culminated in a very dismal failure .
FRESHWOMAN.
THE PREP. BANQUET.

The students of the Preparatory department
gave a banquet in the Associat ion building
Saturday night, October I 5. At precisely
eight o'clock the doors were opened and soon
the reception rooms were thronged with
merry-faced lads and lasses in evening costumes. The Preps have selected as their
colors white and sapphire blue and these were
worn during the evening for the first. The
halls were beautifully decorated with · flowers
and vines. Games, music and conversation
were the main features of the evening. At
1 o: 30 supper was served by caterer John' Willi ams. Two tahles decorated with smilax
were set the length of the gymnasium. Four
courses were served which were interspersed
with music and toasts, the latter being given
by Messrs. C. 0. Callender, H. L . Dallas and
Miss Adelle Burger. After supper a fine musical program was rendered . Misses Grace
Miller and Adelle Burger gave a piano duet,
followed by a violin solo by Miss Glen Crouse.
The Misses Maggie Lambert and Danae Abbott each rend e red difficult piano selections,
showing their ability as musicians. Miss Burger then sang the class song composed by h erself. At a proper hour the banqueters departed, pronouncing the evening one of the
happiest ever spent.
PREPARATORY STUDENT.
OTHER CLASSES.

After several attempts the Sophomores
have succeeded in organizing. A. L. Gantz

was made president. The other officers are
W. 0. Lc:.mbert, vice president; Miss Katherine Barnes, secretary; C. A. Keller, treasurer.
Out of mutual sympathy the Juniors have
deferred election. Each one hesitates to impose the duties of president upon his classmate.
At ;;t meeting held Saturday, October I 5th,
the Seniors decided to adopt the cap and
gown as the class emblem for the school year.
Already the class is discussing the principal
Senior events of the year with a view to early
and thorough preparation.
ALUMNALS.

M. H. Stewart, '97, is studying dentistry
this year at Ohio Medical University .
Miss Lela Guitner, '92, left Westerville
Wednesday, the 12th, for New York, where
she expects to spend the winter.
W. C. Whitney, '95, was in town over Sunday, October 9th. Mr. Whitney has opened
an office in Stark county where he will practice medicine .
M. H. Mathews, '97, who was last year
connected with th e U. B. Publishing House,
is teaching this year in the Steele high school.
Algebra is his special branch.
J. M. Martin, '96, made ? short VISit to.
Otterbein during the first of this month. Mr.
Martin is engaged in teaching this year, filling
th e position of superinte ndent of schools at
Unionville Center.
Durin g the last several we eks we have had
with us one of Otterbein's soldier boys, Mr.
F. B. Moore, '97. Mr. Moore is a n1ember
of the sth 0 . v . I. which is now stationed at
Cleveland. Mr. Moore has had quite an experience, having been to Tampa and Fernandina, where most of the troops were located.
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We are very glad to have Mr. Moore with us
and hope he will call again soon.
G. W. Jude, '9r, has entered the law office
of the district attorney at Johnstown, N. Y.,
as a student of law .

0. L. Bowers, '97, was in town Sunday,
the 9th. Mr. Bowers is now employed Ill an
insurance office at Cleveland.
Charles A. Funkhouser, '95, has entered
the second year of the law school in the U niversity of Michigan, at Ann Arbor.
Mrs. Minnie Sibel Ward, '90, is now matron of the Ladies' Hall at Western College.
Mrs. Ward with her husband has tor the past
several years been conducting a preparatory
school in Chicago.
Miss Martha Roloson, music, '97, left on
October 4th for Montrose, Colorado, to take
up work as teacher in music the coming year.
Miss Roloson's continued success with Davis
Conservatory the past year assures a prosperous year for her in Colorado .
Mr. C. E. Byrer, '97, has been granted the
McElvaine scholarship in Bexley Hall Seminary. This scholarship is granted by custom
only to the leader of the junior class provided
he is an A. B. This scholarship reflects much
honor on Mr. Byrer and certainly upon Otterbein where Mr. Byrer received the foundation for his work. We hope to hear more
from Mr. Byrer in the future .
The following is an abstract · from a letter
received from Miss Alma Guitner, class I 897,
who is now studying in Berlin, Germany :
"Leaving New York Saturday, Sept. IO,
at I p. m., we crossed the Atlantic in quite
fine . weather most of the time. entered the
English Channel on the 2oth, and sailed
along the coast of England, of which our view

was lovely. We saw a number of towns and
once saw a moving train. The Isle of Wight
and the chalk cliffs of England were very interesting. Had a good view of Dover with
its fortress and castle. Once we caught a
glimpse of France.
"We reached Berlin Saturday, Sept. 24,
and are now comfortably domiciled bei Fraulein Ferber, Kleist strasse, 37. Our room
eontains beside the stove, which is a very tall
porcelain structure, two single beds, a wardrobe, a tall mirror, a chiffonier, a washstand,
with two bowls, etc., a fine center table with
a splendid lamp, three straight chairs, one
large easy chair, and a sofa. The room has no
carpet. I have not se~n a carpeted room in
Germany. Rugs large and small are numerous, and the floor is prettily inlaid.
"Saturday, October I, Miss Avery, of Norwich, Conn., who is my roommate, and I
went with Miss Mueller, one of our Berlin acquaintances , to Schmargendorf, a beautiful
village about one-half hour from Berlin, for
an outing. Miss Mueller is a member of the
choir of the Twelve Apostles church, and that
evening the choir. and their friends entertained
us. We all had coffee and cakes, and a whole
evening of the most delightful music, all the
singing, of course, in German. We get to see
the real German life in this way, and it is very
interesting. We speak and hear very little
English; and in the Berlin stores we have no
difficulty in making ourselves understood." .
Sugar Grove Seminary is certainly doing
well in the hands of Otterbein alumni. Mr.
D. H. Seneff, '97, who went there first as an
instructor has been elected principal. Jesse
C. Mosshammer, '94, this fall took charge of
the department of Latin and German. Miss
Anna Baker, '98, has charge of the classes in
English, apd Miss Pearl Hai n, art, '98, has
taken charge of the art department. Sugar
Grove certainly ought to prosper while these
persons have charge of their respective departments.
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1t. GOOD COMBIN1t.TION
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"Tony" Dixon is with the U . S. troops in
Porto Rico.
Miss Kate Alder visited over Sunday with
her sister in Plain City.
Frank Anderson made a business trip to
Pittsburg a short time ago.
W. A. Kline was called to his home, near
Dayton, on business the 9th inst.
Joseph Caulker was elected president of the
C. E. society for the coming term .

Rev. C. U. Queen, a former student of the
University, paid the school a visit on Sept.
29th.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Shauck visited their
daughter Miss Alice the week following the
16th inst.
"Bob" Kunkle, of 0. M. U., and his mother, visited relatives and college friends on
the 2d inst.

LOTHING
OAL~

Students can do no better than to buy their
Coal and Clothing of the

Griffith, Tryon & White Co.
Office, two doors south of Vance's Drug Store.

B. F. Cunningham spent several days attending the Central Ohio conference.
In addition to his regular college work Mr.
D. J. Good will preach at Sparta, Ohio.

-

Telephone 5185

Dr. C. A. Eckert,, Dentist,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE,

Cor. Neil and 5th Aves., Columbus
Special Rates to Otterbein Students.
Take
green line· car and transfer to 5th and Pennsylvania
Avenues; go east cine square.

THE MR. SIMS WHO IS TliE
CANDIDATE FOR COUNTY TREASURER

Professor Landis, of Union Biblical Seminary, gave a short but interesting chapel talk
on the morning of Sept. 26 .
On the evening of Oct. 8th Miss Nola Knox
entertained a number of her college friends.
The occasion }Vas one of merriment and
pleasure.
President Sanders left Monday, the 17th,
for Indiana, Michigan and southern Canada
attending conferences and looking after the
interests of Otterbein.
Frank Douglass, ex-'98, is married and is
now preaching in Bridgewater, South Dakota. Mr. Douglass is quite an enthusiast

ON THE REPUBLICAN TICKET
IS

Nelson A. Sims
-OF THE WELL-KNOWN-

SHOE FIRM, O'HARRA & SIMS.
Remember That When You Vote
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along the line of music, and has organized at
his church a glee club, choir, band and orchestra.
Miss Laura Creamer, a former student and
resident here, now of Marietta, has resumed
her school work in Otterbein. Miss Creamer
entered the Sophomore clqss.

He never came. A short while afterward
some of them, holding a conference in the
back part of the house to formulate plans
for
their
safety, became so enthused
that they forgot themselves and by . accident
forced Bennert and Bear through one of the

The Christian Endeavor society held a
" Lancaster" meeting in the college chapel
similar to the "Los Angeles" meeting of last
year, for the benefit of the Lancaster mission.
Messrs. Wuichet and Troup, of Dayton,
who have just returned from the South where
their regiment was encamped, called on a
number of the Dayton ladies on Wednesday,
Oct. 5th.
~

COLUMBUS,

Largest Dry Goods Store
IN CENTR.li:L OHIO.

President Sanders presided over the session
of the Educational society of the United
Brethren church held at Dayton, Ohio, the
first of the month. The society held its meetings in the chapel of the Seminary.
R. D . Funkhouser as manager, and Messrs.
Gantz and Dempsey as coaches, are doing all
they can for the success of Otterbein's football team. Considering the fact that quite a
number of new men are on the team, and owing to the late start very little hard practice
has as yet been given.
Milton Gantz has just returned from a five
months' visit among the Rocky Mountains.
Judging from what Mr. Gantz has told us concerning his visit the gentleman has certainly
spent a fine and profitable vacation.
The Freshman class push is a thing of the
past. They had trpubles of their own. Some
unkind friend in the early part of the evening
stole nearly· all the cake. After eating the
cake so kindly placed near the door the select few on the outside volunteered to give
protection and wired the Freshmen in. They
finally grew bold, and one of them said,
"Lookout! Lookout! I am coming out!"

0,

Everybody go to

W. H. GRIMM,

~~:r~~

Shoe:maker

Where you cau get Shoes of any style
made to order for the same price that
you p ay for factory shoes.

Repairing Neatly and Cheaply Done.

North State Street.
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windows near by. Recognizing the danger
tl1at two of their number were in, they encouraged them with words spoken from the
inside. At 12:30 a. m. they started home
carrying lanterns, clubs and revolvers for protection .
The practice game with 0. M . U. clearly
demonstrated to the people on the side-line,
that if some of us who are at present holding
positions on the team, wish the men playing
against us on a regular college team to have a
genuine respect for us as football players, we
must be wide awake and much more aggressive . Any man that chooses to loaf on a
football team can do more harm in two minutes
than a coach can do good in an afternoon's
practice. Always be out on time, practice
faithfully, take care of yourself physically as
well as you know how, and in a match game
....

Ig

use your grit and muscle, then no one will
say that an Otterbein player is an easy mark.
Remember that scmeone is ·watching your
playing and that you are making a reputation
for yourself as well as for your college.
A new Otterbein Athletic association has
been formed. All those who subscribed one
dollar or over can become members by signing the constitution . The officers elected
were F. B . Bryant, president; R. D . Funkhouser, vice-president; H . S. Gruver, secretary; W. E. Lloyd, treasurer; J. W. Harbaugh and W. F. Coover the other members
of the official board .
Mrs. Kumler, of Dayton, is spending a short
time with her daughter, Miss Ada.
Work has commenced in the gymnasium
under the direction of Mr. D. J. Good.
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By its unique and unequalled vvork

BAKER'S ART GALLERY
con1mands the world to stop. look and be convinced
pictures surpass all in excellency of finish.
----====-SPECIAL

RATE
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STUDENTS====-----

State and High Streets,

COLUMBUS, OHIO
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When We

Say~

that our SHOES are the best in the market we mean precisely
what we state. We mean that they will wear better, look better,
fit and feel better, and possess more style than any other shoes at
any price. _ The best way we can convince you is to have you
call and examine our stock.

J. C. FINNERAN_!
148 North High Street, Columbus, 0.
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BAKERY
~Fresh
North
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State

Pies, Cakes and

Street.

Fine

Pan

IS THE MOST RELIABLE
BAKERY IN TOWN FOR

Bread.~
Candy

11.rti1I1.IU1.Il11IliU'U'L11I11rti1I1.IU1.Il~

Opera ~c~~,s2.~ t- 1S~ecial )
-1 Opera Glasses lines~~

a

Specialty.

New Perfume,
Toilet Soap,
Combs and Brushes
Tooth, Hair, Nail, Cloth,

and a full line of the best
MEDICINES and ToiLET ARTICLES, with intelligent advice at

And no where can a finer assortment,
including the famous "Le Maire"

DR. KEEFER'S, The Druggist.

Glasses, be found. Other aids to vision
(and most needful ones, too,) are
SPECTACLES and EYEGLASSES, of

\lUE

w hich our stoek comprises the Finest
Lenses and every variety of frame.
Diamonds, Fine Watches and Rich

Nothing
But Shoes

Jewelry-Sterling Silver.

I

J. l~.. Hig~~m!~.E,
L11UU111I1IULI1IU1I1IliUU111J1IU1IUUU11ul

For Special Orders in Shoes
and for Good Shoe Dressing
- GO

SELL---e

And we do sell the best in
the market.

W. H. McDERMITH & CO.
81 South High St., Columbus, 0.

If you get hungry or want a nice drink,
Remember that_ _ _ ____

W. D. WILLIAMS

TO-

C. W. ENGLAND.

:::s:-cLASS
NEXT

Restaurant
TO

REED'S GROCERY.

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS.

Repairing Promptly and Neatly Done,___..,.;--~TEACHERS
UNION TEACHERS' AGENCIES OF AMERICA.

Lunch at Low Prices

21 MEALS FOR $3.00.

Oysters in all styles

WANTED--Rev. L. D. BASS, D. D., Manager.

Pittsbmg, Pa., Toronto, Can. , New Orleans, La., New. York, N.Y., Washington , D. C.,
San Francisco, Cal. , Chicago, Ill., St. Lotus, Mo ., Denver, .Col.
.
We had over 8,000 vacancies dunng .the past season.
T here a r e thousands of positions to be filled.
Unqualified fac ilities for placing teachers in every part of the U.S. and Canada. More vacancies th a n teachers.
Address all Applications to Saltsburg, Pa.
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Cleveland,
Akron and
Columbus

ROUTE

RAILWAY
-

SCHEDULE.

' TO-

Da~ton an~ Cincinnati.
CLEVELAND AND THE EAST.
LEAVE

Cleveland & Buffalo ............... ••1 :40 am
New York & Bosto!l ...... ...... .. . t8 :30 am
C leveland & Buff.tlo ... .. ........ .. t8 :30 am
Local to Crestline ...... ............ t8 :30 am
N.Y. & Boston Ex:"""'" " .. ':' 12 :45 pm
Cleveland & Buff.tlo ............. ..*l2 :45 pm
Delaware & Cleveland ............ H :15 pm
Local to Clevehnd .................. t4 :15 pm
South western Lim ................. .-''' 10:00 pm
New York & Boston .............. * 10 :00 pm
Buffalo & Niagara Falls .......... "lO :00 pm

.ARRIVE,

*l :50 pm
t L2 :30 pm
t 12:3o pm
t l 2:30pm
'''2:15pm
'*2:15pm
t9:10pm
t9 :lO pm
'1'7 :08 am
*i :08 am
*7 :08 au>

CINCINNATI SOUTH AND WEST.
LEAVE.

Dayton & Cincinnati. .............. '::z :10 am
Louisville & Nashvil le ..............·•2 :10 am
Southwestern L im ................... "i :15 am
Dayton & Oincinnati .............. Y7 :15 am
Indianapolis & Chicago.... .. .... ..'-'7 :15 am
Dayton & Cincinnati ............ ... t9 :25 am
Local to Cincinnati.. .... .. .......... t9 :25 am
Dayton & Cincinnati.. ... ......... tl2 :50 pm
London & Springfield ......... ... t12:50 pm
Day ton & Cincinnati.... ..... ...... *2 :25 pm
Indianapolis & St. Louis ........ Y2 :25 pm
Louisville & Nashvi ll e ............'''2.25 pm
Dayton & Cincinnati ................*5 :40 pm
Dayton & Springfield ............... t5 :40 pm
'''Daily.
tDaily except Sunday.

ARRIVE.

·'" 1 ::30 am
«·1 :30am
'"9:55pm
"9:55pm
*9 :55pm
t6 :30 pm
te :30 pm
t4 :05 p:n
t4:05 pm
':'12:25 pm
'''12:25 p:n
'''!2 :25pm
t4:05 pm
':'9:40am

For rates, Tickets and general info1 mation, call on or
address
C. L. HILLEA.RY, D. P. A.,
Big Four City Ticket Office, 52 North High Street,
Phone 504, Columbus, 0.
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~5,

l.N' EFFECT APR

C'leveland ..... Lv
Euclid Ave ... "
Newburg........ "
Hudson ......... "
Cuyahoga Falls
Akron ............ ••
o ·n
} Ar
rrvl e ..... Lv
Millersburg ... "
Gambier ........"
Mt Vernon { Ar
•
Lv
Centerburg.... "
Sunbury ........ "

W'~:fe~·vii.ie.'.'_.:;

Columbus .....Ar

ExSuExSu

Pl.\1

9 00
9 11!
9 45

8 50

7 40
7 50
8 05
8 40

9 5H

8 54

10 JO 9 07
11 oo 10 oo
11 03 lO 10
11 41 11 00
12 40 12 19
12 50 12 35
p2 55 t l 2 40
1 17 1 10

Pl.\1

3 15
3 25
3 :;o
4 15

Al.\1

......... .........
......... .........
..................
.................

4 3~ ......... ........ .
4 45 ..................

5 40 ..................
5 45 ................. .
6 30 6 00 ....... ..
P 1.\1
7 07 .. ...... .
......... 7 20 ....... ..
......... t7 25 ........ .
......... 7 52 ....... ..
1 32 fl 34 .. ....... 8 10 .........

...i ..48

2 10

Pl.\1

mnctn'~i=::

ti ~~ :::::::::
2 15 .........

~ ~~

:::::::::

8 55 .........
AM

:.: ~=r=~ =
Al.\1

NORTH BOUND

Centra! Time.
AM

Cincinnati ... Lv

8 00

Pl.\1

Al.\1

Pl.\1

8 00 ......... ..................

Columbus .....Lv ll 30 12 35 ......... 4 35 .........
Westerville ... " 11 55 1 06 .. ....... 5 02 .. ..... ..
Galena ........... · • 12 08 1 21 ......... 5 15 .........
Sunbury......... " 12 13 l 26 ......... 5 20 .........
Centerburg .... " 12 31 1 51 ......... 5 39 ....... ..
Mt y
} Ar 12 55 2 20 ......... 6 05 ........ .
· ernon Lv tl 00 t2 25 ......... to lO .........
Gambier ........ "
1 11 2 40 ......... 6 25 .........
Millersburg ... "
2 21 3 55 8 50 7 35 .........
Or · 11e
} Ar 3 05 4 45 9 35 p 1.\1 ....... ..
rvl ...... L v 3 10 4 b5 9 40 ......... .. ..... ..
Akron
), LAr ........ 5 55 ......... ......... ........ .
......
v 4 05 t6 05 t JO 37 ................ ..
Cuyahoga a lJs 4 17 o 17 10 48 ................ ..
Hudson ......... "
4 30 6 30 11 02 ................ ..
5 05 7 05 11 42 ......... ....... ..
N ewbnrg........ "
Euclid Ave.... "
5 l o 7 16 12 04 ......... .........
lJleveland ..... Ar 5 30 7 30 12 10 ......... .... ....
------~P I.\1=--_:A::...=I.\1::....:.....::.p_:l.\1::....:._ _ __
t Daily except Sunday. fF Jag stop, tLunch
..-where no time is given trai us do not stop
Nos. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Cars between
Cleveland a nd Ciuci nnati. l!'are 25 ceuts between Clevelaud and Columbus, or intermediate s tations; 50 cents netweeu Cleve land
and Cincinnati, or intermerliate stations
south of Columbus.
For any information address

J. E. HANNEGAN,
Gen'l Pass. Agent, Ass't Gen'll'ass. Agt.
CLEVELAND, 0.

C. F. DALY,

c.

E. W!NTERRINGER,
P assenger Agent,
83 North High Street,
COLUMBUS, OHIO

OTTERBEIN AIGIS.

22

~E!;~~ .~!i:::~~--:;i:t~r Bicycles,
Baseballs,
Footballs,
Basket Balls,
Lawn Tennis,
Boxing Gloves,
Striking Bags,

\
(

G GOODs
WHo~fNs:~~-rAIL
/

COLU//IBL/5,0.

;:=:_;:

Fire Arms,
Ammunition,
Etc., Etc.

....r Oc K. BARBER SHOP

··i··~;~;~~;~;~_~;;.;~~~

-

IPu~:~~~;;;:y ;, "' I
1
I

I

I

~Medicines.
c~ c~
The Boys all Use Kingsboro's
Football Liniment

Choice Line :

:gars

E. P. VANCE_,
Corner College A venue and State Street

I

GO TO THE-

NORTH STATE STREET.

Easy Shaves and Fine Cigars
1t.gency for Model Steam Laundry.
Work Collected and Delivered .

11 .

I

'-- Be sure and see

~

D. M. ALEXANDER

I

................................
VANAUKEN COUSINS,

~

Finest line of Flowers on the market.
OPPOSITE WILLIAMS' BAKERY--

RIGGLE & BARNES
are always ready to please y ou.

Livery and Feed Stable.
ORO[R YOUR
First-class Rigs at
Reasonable Prices.
REAR OF HOTEL H O L M E S . - - -

ovERcoAT A N D WINTER SUIT~

Fine line of Gents' Furnishings.
Over Rutherford's Grocery.

LAZARUS'
High and Town Sts., Columbus, 0.

A Correct Understanding
of the Arts and Sciences

Is one of the valuable requisites to
every ambitious student It is also an
important thing to have a thorough
knowledge as to where to buy your

CLOTHING, HATS, SHOES, NECKWEAR, ETC.
ALL SIGNS POINT THIS WAY.

LAZARUS,.
LANE &. CO.

J. W. Markley

Department Stores

uehdin~ Pholo~rhphers
ARE THE WINNERS.

Work always to the front on finish and style. Work
guaranteed to be first-class.
Main Gallery, 199.201 S . High St., Columbus.
Galley at Westerville open on Thursdays.
Special Hales to Students

SEE----

Call in and See Ou1· Work

Shampooing~

R. C. McCOMMON,
FORANYTHING
SPECIAL IN •••

WATCHES

OR ANY ARTICLE IN JEWELRY LINE

MRS: SAM JONES
At

home JY\onday Evenings
and all d a y on T h u r s d a y

Fine Repair Work Promptly Executed.
North State St., near College Ave.

COLLEGE
AVENUE

~Manicuring

THE DAVID G. BEGGS GO.
- : HEADQUARTERS FOR : -

COLUMBUS,

=

OHIO.

CHAS . .WHITE,

WESTERVILLE,

0.

Listen!~
It is an old story,
but 1rue.

J. R. WILLIAMS,

College Baker Caterer

-THE-

Nl2

-- -

IRWIN BROS.

Choice Luncheons and Banquets
a Specialty.

•• have a fine line or ••

\A/ESTERVILLE, C>.

Shoes and/
•
Gents' Furnishings
Call in and see them.

HHUHHUHHUHHUHHUHHUHUUHHUHHU Agents for Troy

Laundry~

STUDENTS'

J

BOOK STORE U. B. PU~~!~~!~OG HOUSE,
-CARRIES A FULL LlNE OF-

STUDENTS will find a f ull line of

i Books, Bibles,

ftl Stationery, Magazines,
*i Fountain Pens, Pencils,

Text= books,
Reference Books
AND STANDARD WORKS OP

General Literature

; Ink, Games.

Constantly in Stock.

All College Text-Books ·ordered under direction of the
professors, therefore we always have the r ight book and
proper edition.

J.

Special Prices on Books for Libraries.
-SEND FOR PRICES ON-

L. MORRISON,

THE

INTERNATIONAL ' BIBLES,
FINE PRINTING,

Weyant Block,

Westerville, 0.

~INDING

AND ELECTROTYPING.

